
Kawasaki dynamis with two types of partiles:stable/metastable on�gurations and ommuniation heightsF. den Hollander 1 2F.R. Nardi 3 2A. Troiani 1May 24, 2011AbstratThis is the seond in a series of three papers in whih we study a two-dimensional lattie gasonsisting of two types of partiles subjet to Kawasaki dynamis at low temperature in a large�nite box with an open boundary. Eah pair of partiles oupying neighboring sites has a negativebinding energy provided their types are di�erent, while eah partile has a positive ativation energythat depends on its type. There is no binding energy between partiles of the same type. At theboundary of the box partiles are reated and annihilated in a way that represents the preseneof an in�nite gas reservoir. We start the dynamis from the empty box and are interested inthe transition time to the full box. This transition is triggered by a ritial droplet appearingsomewhere in the box.In the �rst paper we identi�ed the parameter range for whih the system is metastable, showedthat the �rst entrane distribution on the set of ritial droplets is uniform, omputed the expetedtransition time up to and inluding a multipliative fator of order one, and proved that thenuleation time divided by its expetation is exponentially distributed, all in the limit of lowtemperature. These results were proved under three hypotheses, and involve three model-dependentquantities: the energy, the shape and the number of ritial droplets. In the seond paper we provethe �rst and the seond hypothesis and identify the energy of ritial droplets. In the third paperwe settle the rest.Both the seond and the third paper deal with understanding the geometri properties ofsubritial, ritial and superritial droplets, whih are ruial in determining the metastablebehavior of the system, as explained in the �rst paper. The geometry turns out to be onsiderablymore omplex than for Kawasaki dynamis with one type of partile, for whih an extensiveliterature exists. The main motivation behind our work is to understand metastability of multi-type partile systems.1Mathematial Institute, Leiden University, P.O. Box 9512, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands2EURANDOM, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands3Tehnishe Universiteit Eindhoven, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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